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Politically Incorrect Parenting Show

6 x 30'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. How did it all get so do-lally

How did raising kids ever get so complicated? This episode not only tells parents the real truth
about raising kids, but it also explodes some of the myths about parenthood, wilfully exposes over
one hundred children to the possibility of serious eye injury, and shows a preschool where, against
all odds, common sense is making a brave stand against the usual gibbering nonsense.

2. Eating, poohing, and sleeping

The stuff that is the foundation of most parental mental breakdowns. This episode covers the
basics of raising kids. Nigel reveals what we can all learn from cannibals, the SAS sleep
technique, and the fundamentals of getting your precious little one to deposit her wee logs in the
loo rather than their best trousers.

3. Lies we tell our kids and risky stuff

We all lie to our children, that’s a given. Most of the lies are harmless, but some of them have
become downright damaging. To help us examine the effect of these lies, Nigel consults an
authority on children – Walnut the Clown, and in the process finds out where the most dangerous
children’s parties are.

4. Naughty little boys and girls

Good behaviour doesn’t happen by accident, it takes a bit of work. Not a lot, but a bit. In this
episode we’ll see how the simple deletion of one word from the dictionary has almost bought
about the end of the Western world. Most importantly Nigel will also demonstrate his Ladder of
Certain Doom which is so effective that children now send him hate poetry.

5. Inside Little People's Heads

Children’s heads may be little, but don’t be fooled because there’s still a lot going on in there. We
all worry that if we don’t stimulate them constantly, then they’ll end up stupid. But will they? In this
episode Nigel looks at what’s really going on, what we should do about it, explains why kids’
temperaments are like cars.
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6. Putting it all together

In this episode Nigel cover’s off some of the bigger principles that parents need to remember if
they want to raise decent kids and not go crazy in the process. To do this we’ll cover ground as
diverse as tiny piranhas, the need for adequate fencing, planet stupid, and importance of the mute
button on the television remote control.


